WW2 USMC CAMOUFLAGE (REVERSIBLE ‘FROG’ PATTERN)

MATERIAL

JUST IN!!

Famous for use in WW2 Pacific, Korea, and the French Foreign Legion in Indochina hard to find, but Sarco has a limited roll of this material that is perfect for making repairs to your USMC WW2 items, creating new clothing, tents, backpacks, pouches, etc. Sold by the Meter. Actual size per meter runs @ 40” x 60”, and longer continuous lengths can be purchased by the meter. Heavy herringbone pattern printed with jungle green on one side and beach/desert pattern on opposite side. Very Limited.

$25.00/per meter MISC685

1970S RHODESIAN CAMOUFLAGE PATTERN MATERIAL

JUST IN!!

Famous grass pattern African Bush camouflage utilized by the Rhodesian Army and almost adopted by the U.S.M.C. ! Still extremely effective in the age of digital Cold War, Unissued & Illustrated AIRCRAFT CARDS! Just add them to your cart using part number MISC685 and enter source code EMAILBLAST at check out to receive them for FREE. What are you waiting for?? Get On The List!!

$23.00/per meter in length MISC684

We Wish All Of Our Customers Good Health and Safety During These Times of Uncertainty

Sarco is here for you!

CHINESE GI SKS BANDOLER WITH 20 STRIPPER CLIPS

Original military issue SKS Chest Bandolier with 10 ammo pouches. Used in excellent condition. JUST IN!!

May have some minor lite stains, but washable. Comes with 20 original military SKS Stripper Clips too! $24.99 SKS1038

POLICE NIGHT STICK

JUST IN!!

Made for Riot Police, this stick has a sure hold grip with 6 circumference inlets, hole for lanyard, and is over 24 inches long. Material - hard wood. Black. Surplus $18.00 MISC900

USMC HERRINGBONE KOREAN WAR ERA SHORT SLEEVE UTILITY SHIRT

JUST IN!!

Rugged Olive Drab short sleeve shirt for combat duty with breast pocket and two large Map pockets inset under the chest. Officers and NCOs loved these shirts and they fade wonderfully and take abuse of the rugged outdoors. Newly manufactured and made with USMC embroidered buttons like the original shirts. Sizes available: Medium, Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL. $49.00 MISC688

U.S. 1917 PISTOL LANYARD & HANGER

JUST IN!!

With brass hardware used mostly with the 1911, but also with Colt & S&W revolvers through WW1 and WW2. New $19.99 MISC

U.S. WW2 CAVALRY CANTEN COVER HANGER

JUST IN!!

This cover accepts the standard WW2 U.S. canten and will connect to a multitude of mounts by way of its large spring loaded clip. Cover only $25.00 MISC682

WINCHESTER 70 RIGHT HAND SHORT ACTION STOCK / SYNTHETIC

NEW CONDITION black synthetic stock with 6-7/8” barrel and swivel posts installed. Overall length 29-3/4 inches. For Post 1964 models. Great Price!

$379.95 AR224

AN/VSS-3 SEARCH LIGHT

JUST IN!!

We have no way to test this unit, but it looks like its in good shape with the power cable and a control box as used on vehicles. Designed for visible and infrared lighting. Size of light assy: 18.5” x 16” x16”. Sold as is and unrested. Comes with original wood chest. Check out our website for more details! $1,500.00 MISC73

SALE!! TAKE 20% OFF LISTED PRICE ON ALL TOOLS & FURNITURE FOR EVERY WALLET!

AFFORDABLE “AR” TOOLS & FURNITURE FOR EVERY WALLET!!

A. Gunsmithing Torpedo Mouse - for adjustable placement of the sling, complete with rubberized oval. Pins on pivotary nut $7.95 AR462

B. Rail Mounted Front Sight - short sight, flip up style $13.95 AR131

C. Rail Mounted Front Sight - Steel with adjustable vantage and elevation in the A2 sight style. $14.95 AR274

D. Vertical Grip, Full Size – 4-3/4” long clamps to pivotary rail. 3 colors available: Tan, Black, Green $9.99 AR467

E. Compact Vertical Foregrip – 3-1/8” long in 3 colors Tan $8.80 AR463

F. Black $8.80 AR464

AR / M16 ARMORER’S KIT

Be ready when the time comes. Quality tools for removal & installation of parts. Easily worth the cost just in the cost of buying 20-30 new parts. The AR/ M16 armorer’s kit includes a complete cleaning rod for cleaning your barrel缩短 handle assembly, forward assist and ejection port cover assembly. $270.00 AR103

Add ons: Kit with carry handle, rear sight assembly $290.00 AR104

M4 16” COMPLETE BARRELED FLAT TOP UPPER ASSEMBLIES

Comes w/ bolt & carrier assembly

We have done the hard work for you. These are fully assembled upper halves complete and ready to drop on to your complete lower. All parts made in the U.S.A! Includes Flat Top Upper, barrel assembly, complete bolt and carrier assembly. $404.00 AR117

AR15/M16 UPPER RECEIVER VICE BLOCKS

To securely hold your upper firmly without damage to the upper or the barrel on barrel installation. Will work on any AR upper receiver not included. $29.95 AR467

SALE!!

JOIN OUR EMAIL BLAST List Today By Texting SARCO to 22828 And Receive A SPECIAL Tic Cold War, Unissued & Illustrated AIRCRAFT CARDS! Just add them to your cart using part number MISC685 and enter source code EMAILBLAST at check out to receive them for FREE. What are you waiting for?? Get On The List!!

www.sarcoinc.com

www.sarcoinc.com

Fax: 610.438.2548

Phones Open: Mon - Fri, 8:30am - 5:00pm

Showroom Open: Monday - Saturday, 10:00am - 5:00pm, Friday til 8:00pm

Use your Smart Phone to scan the QR Code, and go straight to our website!
M16/AR15 COMBINATION TOOL

M16/AR15 DOUBLE GRENADE POUCH

M16A2 STOCK SET W/ HANDGARDS, PISTOL GRIP & BUFFER & SPRING

COMPLETE M4/AK16 15" BARREL

COLLAPSIBLE AR-15 CARBINE STOCK

M16 AUTO SEAR

M16/16 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

M16 LONG SLOTTED FLASH HIDER

M16 LONG VENTILATED FLASH SUPPRESSOR

M16 ACCESSORY KIT – HEAVY DUTY

M16 TAPCO INFRAFUSE HANDGARD SET

M16/AR15 SPRING KIT

M4/AR15/16 RECEIVER INSTALLATION WRENCH

M203 RUBBERIZED-TUBE GRIP W/CLIPS

M203 TOP HANDGUARD W/ METAL LINER $60.00 M20300

M16 4 PIECE CLEANING ROD 29 1/2" long, Threaded $16.95 CN304

M16A2 HANDGUARD SET COMPLETE WITH METAL LINER

CURRENT PRODUCTION $16.10 AR184

NEW M16A2 ROUND HANDGUARD SETS MILITARY PRODUCTION

SHORTIE length w/liner $14.95 AR185

M15/AR16 BUFFER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

COMPLETE BOLT CARRIER ASSEMBLY

FULL-AUTO (works well with semi-auto AR15) $99.95 AR263

U.S. MADE!

AR-15 DUAL FRONT SIGHT TOOL SET

Two-in-One tool with dual functions to adjust both 4-prong and 5-prong front sights. Makes adjusting the front sight on your A1 and A2 a snap! $5.95 3 for $14.95 AR175

See our bayonet page 8 for M16 (M7) bayonets

M16 AUTO SEAR

For only $19.95 AR095 Buy a replacement! for your legal M16. All NPA rules apply. Note: These go out of time with use.

M16 AUTO SEAR

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

Early U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

FLASH HIDERS

M16A2....$8.95 AR007

G.I. M16 RIFLE SLINGS

Late production $5.95 SING01

AR15/16 LOWER RECEIVER PARTS SET

Super price! Includes all parts shown except for the receiver. Comes with late model pistol grip and our hammer & trigger pin diameter is the industry standard at .184. Some Coll made guns use a .170 diameter which is not compatible with our parts .... $36.50 ea. for $99.00 AR001

AR15/16 BIPOD, NEW ORIGINAL U.S.

G.I. METAL $24.95 AR139

Above Bipod with M16A2 $29.95 AR297

Pouch only $5.95 AR234

5.56MM/.223 BROKEN SHELL EXTRACTOR

Brand new design makes replacing hard-to-get handgards with 3 accessory rau covers, a convenient change of variety for your M4 style rifle. Color: black. $50.00 AR316 New M16A2 or M4 pistol grip $8.95 AR074

M16 Wrench Tool $29.00

Steel hand wizard that stands up to the Vietnam CAI-15 with standard threading for Gov. /Commercial 5.56/223 barrels 5.5 inches long $19.95 AR213

M15/16 M4 LONG BOLT CARRIER ASSEMBLY

$8.95 AR007

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

M15/16 M4 LONG BOLT CARRIER ASSEMBLY

$8.95 AR007

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243

M16/15 EARLY ‘Ducking Bill’ FLASH HIDER

EARLY U.S. Authorities & Air Force ‘Model 01’ flash hiders originally issued with the guns starting in 1963. These were succeeded by the standard GI ‘prong’ flash hider & later in 1969 by the ‘birdcage’ model. New mfg. $9.95 AR243
**NEW!!!** M14 BARRELS IN STOCK

**NEW LATE T3 M17 M14 BARREL SNIPER FLASH HIDER**

**AVAILABLE AGAIN M14 FULL AUTO PARTS KITS**

**M14 FLASH HIDER PLIERS**

**M14 WALNUT STOCK**

**M14/M1A SIGHT PROTECTORS**

**M14 RIFLE CLEANING KIT**

**M14 STRIPPER CLIPS**

**M14 SPECIAL ITEMS**

**M14 GARAND PART SETS**

**M1 GARAND RIFLE ‘LINED’ JEEP SCABBARD**

**M1 GARAND RIFLE ‘LINED’ JEEP SCABBARD**

**OUR LATEST FABULOUS BUY ON BARREL BLANKS!**

**ADDENDUMS!!!**

**BARREL BLANKS**

**M1 GARAND PARTS & ACCESSORIES**

**M1 GARAND CLEANING KIT SALE!!**

**NEW GI GARAND BUTTPLATES**

**BRAND NEW M1 GARAND BARRELS**

**M1D SCOPE MOUNT**

**GARAND BROKEN SHELL EXTRACTORS**

**GARAND PARTS & ACCESSORIES!**

**CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR A FULL LISTING OF M14 & M1 GARAND PARTS & ACCESSORIES!!**
U.S. WW2 M7 GRENADE LAUNCHER
M7 Grenade Launchers now available! Connects quickly to the M1 Garand and ships in place with the attached clip. Great compliment to your collection and allows the grenades to be mounted. We can offer the launcher on its own, and also with an original M1 Rock Grenade at a savings by buying each item separately.

$9.95 R020
$9.95 R021

WW1078

WINCHESTER 97 TRENCH GUN BAYONET LUG & HEAT SHIELD W/ SCREWS
PLEASE NOTE: These will only fit original Winchester 97’s with the correct cut-outs so your barrel does not have to be cut to fit these. They will have to be machined. Will not fit reproduction Winchester 97’s currently on the market. Will ONLY fit P14 & P17 bayonets

$69.95 R020
$99.95 R021

M1 GARAND M82 SNIPER SCOPE
M1 GARAND M82 SNIPER SCOPE
New precision 2.5x scope marked with Govt. part numbers, complete with sun shade and rubber eye cup. Perfect quality scope for making an M1D, M1C or O3A4 sniper rifle. Beautifully constructed and clinically accurate!

$260.00 SCPO40

COMBO.

M1 GARAND BLANK ADAPTOR

$7.95 Gas blank adapter, new

$7.95 for 3 or 10

$9.95 for 30

$49.95

GRD126

M1 GARAND STYLE REAR SIGHT BASE

$35.95

$49.95 for 10

$64.95 for 25

$129.00 for 100

GRD30

M1 GARAND LINED GUN COVERS

$7.50 ea.

$15.00 for 2

$20.00 for 5

$30.00 for 10

$45.00 for 25

$67.50 for 50

GRD223

U.S. WW2 M7 GRENADE LAUNCHER
M7 Grenade Launchers now available! Connects quickly to the M1 Garand and ships in place with the attached clip. Great compliment to your collection and allows the grenades to be mounted. We can offer the launcher on its own, and also with an original M1 Rock Grenade at a savings by buying each item separately.

$9.95 R020
$9.95 R021

WW1078

WINCHESTER 97 TRENCH GUN BAYONET LUG & HEAT SHIELD W/ SCREWS
PLEASE NOTE: These will only fit original Winchester 97’s with the correct cut-outs so your barrel does not have to be cut to fit these. They will have to be machined. Will not fit reproduction Winchester 97’s currently on the market. Will ONLY fit P14 & P17 bayonets

$69.95 R020
$99.95 R021

M1 GARAND M82 SNIPER SCOPE
M1 GARAND M82 SNIPER SCOPE
New precision 2.5x scope marked with Govt. part numbers, complete with sun shade and rubber eye cup. Perfect quality scope for making an M1D, M1C or O3A4 sniper rifle. Beautifully constructed and clinically accurate!

$260.00 SCPO40

COMBO.

M1 GARAND BLANK ADAPTOR

$7.95 Gas blank adapter, new

$7.95 for 3 or 10

$9.95 for 30

$49.95

GRD126

M1 GARAND STYLE REAR SIGHT BASE

$35.95

$49.95 for 10

$64.95 for 25

$129.00 for 100

GRD30

M1 GARAND LINED GUN COVERS

$7.50 ea.

$15.00 for 2

$20.00 for 5

$30.00 for 10

$45.00 for 25

$67.50 for 50

GRD223
STILL LOWER PRICES ON ALL .45 AUTO KITS .45 AUTO

"BUILDERS PRICES"

Put together your own .45 "Gov-
ernment" pistol with our Builder Kits. Several different kits avai-

able to best fit your needs. Our
parts are standard M1911A1/ Pre-
70 Government type. Compare our
prices and see how much you will
save compared to the competition!

#1 Builders Kit - All parts in the
gun less frame and slide: $149.95
#2 Builders Kit - All parts in the
gun less frame, slide and barrel: $199.95
#3 Builders Kit - All parts in the
gun less frame. Kit includes one of our new current manufacture G.I. type slide (unmarked): $239.95

Note: All gun parts may require some fitting and technical knowledge for as-
semblcy. If you are not knowledgeable
seek professional assistance.

Military Model 1911
C45097

Commercial Model 1911
C45218

COMMERICAL SLIDES & KITS NOW AVAILABLE!

Getting loose! & shipments are delayed for months because of the Virus. Stock up now on our major 45 components.

5 INCH .45 ACP, NO RAMP, STAINLESS
STEEL FOR ORDNANCE BARREL
$145.00 PAR1B (F500173) P-14

ROCK ISLAND SLIDE & BARREL SETS

Rock Island Ultra Slide & Bull Barrel Combo, 10mm, .429 Barrel Type - Black, Blued BBL w/ wood & pin / Front Sight: FLAT TOP / Front Sight Cut: Dovetail / Rear Sight: Beavertail / Front Action Type: SINGLE / Front End: SCALLOPED CUT $2325.00 $2099.95 AC20

Rock Island 1911 38 Super Slide & Bull Barrel Combo, .38cal, 5" Barrel Type: Blued/Blued w/ Link & pin and Rocking / Front Sight: Blued Sight / Front Sight Cut: Dovetail / Rear Sight: Blued Sight / Rear Sight Cut: Dovetail / Finish: Blued / Serration: GI REAR / Action Type: SINGLE / Front End: SCALLOPED CUT $2500.00 $2094.95 AC23

5/12 inches wide magazines. Will last a lifetime! Fits belts up to 1.5" wide

HAVE TO HAVE IT

MAGAZINE POUCHES

NEW G.I. CYLINDER ARMORY .45 1911/1911A1 BARRELS

The fitting is absolutely beautiful and the bore surface is very smooth. Made from ordnance steel...

ROTHAM FORDGED 1911, 5" BARREL

ROC-419" .45 ACP, 9MM & .38 SUPER

Built to precise tolerances by a special hammer forging process, these barrels are the best you can buy! The hammer forging technique provides the barre$$l with a precision mandrel and holds the tolerance to .0001". This is much better than the typical broached barrels found elsewhere. .45 5" & .45 barrels are L/H twist - all others are R/H twisted

COMPARE THE ROC-419 BARREL FOR ROUNDEDNESS AGAINST A STANDARD BROACHED BARREL OR ONE FROM ANY WELL KNOWN MANUFACTURER. ALL ROC-419 BARRELS ARE MADE IN THE USA. In stock now! These extra-long barrels are cut on a 1/1911 Government Model type automatic. These barrels are made by the Special ROC-419 Hammer Forming process which produces the most precise and consistent barrels for the best accuracy. Minor hand fitting may be required to complete the installation. ROC-419 barrels do not include link & pin. Link & pin available upon request for additional cost.

ROTHAM FORDGED 1911, 5" BARREL

Available in:

.45 ACP

Commercial Slide $60.00

Military Slide $65.00

Rotham Forged Slides $60.00

ROTO 4M HAMMER FORGED .45 ACP, 9MM & .38 SUPER

ROTO 4M HAMMER FORGED .45 ACP, 9MM & .38 SUPER

G-3 ZF SCOPES & MOUNTS

HAVEN'T HAD THESE IN YEARS! ORIGINAL GERMAN NAVY ZF-24 & ZF-24 Sniper Scopes with original manufacture G.I. Type. Manufactured by Hensoldt/Wetzlar, these scopes are premium quality and almost unobtainable, are in excellent condition and come complete with green case, rubber eyepiece, protectors, clamp mount, filter eyepiece, accessory case and in the case of the ZF-24, a mounting plate to accept a reticle illuminator if needed. NOTE: We can now offer a SECOND Version of the ZF-24 that has a see-through reticle that can be illuminated. You can check our website for more info & pictures.

ZF-1 Hensoldt/Wetzlar Sniper Scope package - Please specify if you prefer version 1 (w/reticle) or version 2 (w/reticle) when ordering $495.00 $575.00 SC5058

ZF-24 Hensoldt/Wetzlar Sniper Scope package $595.00 $675.00 SC5059

RAMPED 5" STANDARD BUSHING 1911 9MM BARRELS

Found a few in the back of our parts paradise! These are the Clark / Para Ord pattern. Each barrel comes with a free link & pin. Sold elsewhere from $800-$900. Our Special Price: $199.95 AC5429

THEATRED 1111 BARRELS

5 1/2 Inch. Brand new black oxide finished barrels in 3 calibers. Thread is standard .578x28 TPI. 9mm Model 1111 5 1/2" barrel $65.00 $60.00 $65.00 $60.00 $65.00 $60.00 $65.00 $60.00

Commercial Slide $56.00

Military Slide $60.00

ROTATION PROTECTION CAP FOR THREADED BARRELS

Barrels with 579x28 threads per inch $13.00 AC5363

OUTSTANDING ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY 1911 BARRELS

ROTAM FORDGED 1911, 5" BARREL

Price Includes the special matching specs make these the best 1911 pistols in 1911. These 45 caliber barrels are made in the USA and available at a Super price!
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Sarco has the goods to trick out your 1911 pistol with a wood stock and accessory kit. A complete parts kit for a pistol with 16”-45 barrel, stock, holster and connecting parts or buy individual parts to help you create your own custom stock. We have two full sets to choose from [Priced items F & G above], which provide you everything required for the conversion. Items A thru E are precision made individually to help you with your own custom build.

A. Lightweight 1911 Stock..................$49.95 C4502
B. Standard 1911 Stock..................$49.95 C45390
C. 16 inch .45 ACP Barrel..................$82.50 C45016
D. Mainspring for Wood Stock Connection...............$18.95 C45391
E. 111 Stock Building Hardware Kit – comes with all parts you will need to allow you to build your own custom stock and install the pistol to the stock. Contains slotted mainspring housing, 2 brackets with pairs of screws and escutcheons, and knurled firing pin screw...........................$34.95 C45394
F. Complete Lightweight 1911 Stock Rug – 16” holster, slotted mainspring housing, wood stock with metal hardware.$164.95 C45428
G. Complete Standard 1911 Stock Rug - 16” barrel, slotted mainspring housing, wood stock with metal hardware.$149.95 C45392
H. Holster for Stock Rug (Pictured in the sets above)..............$45.00 C45393

1911 Stock Rug Conversions
Funnest Way to Extend your 1911 Shooting to the Limit!!

1119 ORIGINAL SCREW-DRIVER & TAKEDOWN TOOL
Just In! 1119 new G.I. surplus screwdriver/takedown tool - Limited supply! Won't last long! $14.95 C45320

Grade 1 Ballester Molina Barrel – 95% finish ...............$59.95 BAL013
See our website for more Ballester Molina barrels and other parts!

1119 .45 MAGAZINE, US GI ORIGINAL 1911 MAGAZINES
In very good condition released from the military decades ago. We purchased these long ago and lost track of them. Steel magazines are standard 7 rd. for $14.95 C45369

INCREASE THE MAG CAPACITY ON YOUR REMINGTON 700 BDL TO 6 SHOTS
For your 700 BDL mag & 260 no longer made. These have been hidden for years. $14.95 2 for $24.95 MSC119 The famous coyer clip

DOUBLE MAG POUCHES FOR 1911 .45
A REAL WINNER!!

SARCO SPECIAL
A NEW WORLD OF 1911 .45 AUTO MAGS
SARCO HAS GONE TO JUST IN!!!
SHAPES & ORIGINS TO JUST IN!!
LENGTHS TO JUST IN!!
DEVELOP A SUPERIOR 1911 .45 AUTO MAGAZINE.
We have sold probably 150,000 of our fuse busters, but we decided we need a new & better 1911 mag & we are very pleased with our new product. This is in light of the many requests of our customers for a magazine that is longer made. These have been hidden for years. We have just bought our 260 back in stock. We are expecting these back in stock in a month. Send your order in now and get a free tool only for the M1911 .45 auto owners!

3 for $199.00 C45378

SARCO SPECIAL WORLD WAR 1 PATTERN .45 1911 MAGS WITH LAIMPORT LOOPS & PICS
\[C45295 \text{ 1911 mag with lanyard loop} \quad \text{Price: } \$119.95 \] Buy 3 mags for $34.95 and get a free magazine holder. These are rarely seen now days. Best way to participate in fast combat shoot- ing where you must drop and load mags quickly. Avoids damage to your dropped magazines, WWI Cavalry and vehicle crews should keep 3 or 4 mags on a lanyard for combat purposes! Original mags came with hemp twine so you could tie them to the lanyards individually. These magazines are made on the same automated machinery as our famous magazines shown above. This is the mag to have if you want to be serious about COB firing and reloading quickly. Very popular for modern combat tactical tournaments.

SPECIAL OFFER! 2 lanyard loop mags w/lanyard and U.S. military double mag pouch $23.80 C45318

1119 NM 10RD MAGAZINE
For your 1911 chambered in 9mm you can use this .45 mag. Perfect for your 9mm Rock Island 1911 or other 1911 style pistol as replacement or additional magazine! $24.95 RPM36

A REAL WINNER!!
SARCO SPECIAL
A NEW WORLD OF 1911 .45 AUTO MAGS
SARCO HAS GONE TO JUST IN!!!
SHAPES & ORIGINS TO JUST IN!!
LENGTHS TO JUST IN!!
DEVELOP A SUPERIOR 1911 .45 AUTO MAGAZINE.
We have sold probably 150,000 of our fuse busters, but we decided we need a new & better 1911 mag & we are very pleased with our new product. This is in light of the many requests of our customers for a magazine that is longer made. These have been hidden for years. We have just bought our 260 back in stock. We are expecting these back in stock in a month. Send your order in now and get a free tool only for the M1911 .45 auto owners!

Just In! 1911 new G.I. surplus screwdriver/takedown tool - Limited supply! Won’t last long! $14.95 C45320

1119 .45 ACP 7RD MILITARY MARKED MAGAZINES
45 ACP #1005-00-8694
\[ \text{Price: } \$10.95 \quad \text{3 for } \$29.95 \text{ RPM155} \] This is half the price of most reasonable .45 mags! OEM or Large Quantity Buyers Contact Charles at (610) 255-3860 ext. 223. Check our website for additional info & pictures of our fabulous tooling.

NEW VARIATIONS OF OUR 1911 .45 ACP MAGS - JUST IN THE DOOR
Stainless steel magazines $14.95 3 for $40.00 RPM121

1119 .45 ACP 7RD MILITARY MARKED MAGAZINES
45 ACP #1005-00-8694
\[ \text{Price: } \$10.95 \quad \text{3 for } \$29.95 \text{ RPM155} \]
### ENFIELD STRIPPER CLIPS

We just bought the last small quantity we know of. They are new muskets. All new musket. While they last!

5 for $12.95 SC101
10 for a pack for $28.95 SC309

### ENFIELD STRIPPER CLIPS WITH POUCH / 10 PACK

Convenient military pouch with 10-.303 ENFIELD STRIPPER CLIPS WITH POUCH / 10 PACK

STC039 $12.95
STC010 5 for $3.00 ea

...they last!

### ENFIELD MLLE MKIII REAR HANDGUARD

New

BAYONETS

See our website for ORIGINAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE FOREND & HANDGUARDS!

### #1 MK3 & #4 MK1 ENFIELD Rifle Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE3076</td>
<td>#1 MK3 Bolt, .22 LR cal. complete, super rare</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE3064</td>
<td>#1 MK3 Bolt, complete</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE3078</td>
<td>#1 MK3 Buttpatch, brass, original</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE3074</td>
<td>#1 MK3 Buttstock, original G.I. brand new</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE3097</td>
<td>#1 MK11 Extractor</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE3095</td>
<td>#1 MK3 Safety Assy, complete</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE3090</td>
<td>#1 MK3 Shifting cover. Long Lee and Lee Medalist. BAR - few only</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ENFIELD MLLE MKIII REAR HANDGUARD

New

BAYONETS

See our website for ORIGINAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE FOREND & HANDGUARDS!

### ENFIELD RIFLE ID DISC

Engraved brass 1-inch diameter disc w/4 markings (project marks and/or military dates, etc) which is fitted into the right side of the Lee Enfield Rifle stock.

$6.95 LE2084

### ENFIELD #4 MAG FOLLOWER AND SPRING!

Put one or more away for the future to protect against mag failure!

Limited Supply LE4119

### LE1 #1 MK3 AND #4 MK1 FIRING PIN REMOVAL TOOL

Very useful tool to remove the firing pin of a Lee Enfield or replace a firing pin. Fits the #3 MKIII, No. 4 and No. 5 Enfields. Made of 1444 stainless steel - we wouldn’t break one.

$8.95 LE1067

### BUSY!!! Finally available

ENFIELD #1 MK3 FOREHANDS!

(May require minor fitting)

Finally available... Brand new stained Beech Forends to replace all of those ugly worn out! Fresh cut Enfield Forends are perfectly fitted into the sides and contoured evenly on the outside to provide your military Enfield #1 MK3 Forend the perfect profile in appearance. Enfield Forends are prepared using a medium oak colored stain which can then be darkened to match your handguards as needed. Best way to improve the silhouette and value of your Enfield mark 1 and 3.

$149.95 LE3091

### SEE OUR WEBSITE...

FOR 1000s OF ENFIELD PARTS & ACCESSORIES!!

### LE1 ENFIELD RIFLE MAGAZINE

Le1 #1 MK3 ENFIELD BARRELS!

$21.75 QL006

### JUST DUG OUT - A few original British brass oilers for British Rifles

10 for a pack for $28.95 SC309

### BRITISH ENFIELD CANSL SLING

Sling made to order to suit you 2 of the Wonderful canvas slings used on the Lee Enfield rifles as well as 1 as a post your issue sling. Color is black with the overall length is 46” and fits the Enfield #1 MKIII, #1 MKIV & many other rifles. Beside the main compartment it can be loaded with brass & other supplies. Your choice… Value $16.95 LE1060

### BRITISH ENFIELD ACCESSORY KIT

Sling, firing pin tool, oiler, field cleaning kit case.

$9.95 LE2083

### PARKER HALE NO. 4 ENFIELD TARGET / MATCH SIGHTS

w/ a scope aperture - no. 4 ENFIELD FN007

See our website for details

### LE1 #1 MK3 AND #4 MK1 COMPLETE STOCK SETS

BRAND NEW !!!!

100% ORIGINAL #1 MK3 ENFIELD FOREHANDS!

Just dug out – A few original British brass oilers for British Rifles...

$21.75 QL006

### LE1 #1 MK3 3 AND #4 MK 1 FIRING PIN REMOVAL TOOL

Very useful tool to remove the firing pin of a Lee Enfield or replace a firing pin. Fits the #3 MKIII, No. 4 and No. 5 Enfields. Made of 1444 stainless steel – we wouldn’t break one.

$8.95 LE1067

### COMPLETE SET OF #4 ENFIELD STOCK HARDWARE

Put one or more away for the future to protect against mag failure!

Limited Supply LE4119

### PARKER HALE NO. 4 ENFIELD TARGET / MATCH SIGHTS

w/ a scope aperture - no. 4 ENFIELD FN007

See our website for details

### BRITISH 1903 ENFIELD AMMUNITION BANDOLIER

Used just prior to WWI through WWII and beyond in British Commonwealth forces. Rugged leather combined with brass hardware to provide the soldier a quick method of grabbing ammunition. Convenient to take to the range too!

$138.00 MS5001

### #4 MK1 RIFLE MAGAZINE

10-15 capacity and broad arrow marks. We’ve worked on these making these made accurately for over 2 years of development & testing. Exactly like the WW2 issue magazine! Immensely difficult to find on the market and we’ve been very challenged to keep originals in stock. Now all of our hard work to these bring them to you can pay off and at an unbeatable price!

$29.95 each

Please note: We have many variations in manufacture of #4 Enfield Rifles – although we don’t get any returns (like zero) we want to make sure that we let you know of this and we found at times some minor fitting may be needed.

### ENFIELD #4 MKII SNIPER RIFLE CHECK PIECES

Just in the door! Complete with proper brass screws. Use to build your sniper rifle or also to create a high comb buttstock $34.95 LE1066

### NO.4 MK1 WW2 ACTION COVER

Canvas cover for WWII British Lee Enfield action cover issued during both World Wars. This action cover is newly manufactured in the correct weave, snaps, grommets, and leather tie down. Also comes with markings. Perfect for covering your Enfield rifle ensemble.

$14.95 LE4115

### NO.4 ENFIELD SPIKE BAYONET W/ SCABBARD

Excellent condition Original WWII, fits all # 4 Enfield Rifles. Standard MKIII bayonet with MKI scabbard...

$17.95 39103

### ENFIELD #4 BUTTSCOTT

Used good condition...

$35.00 LE4125

### BRITISH ENFIELD HOOKED QUILLION BAYONET

For the #2 large Lee Enfield, this steel bayonet comes with the early style hilt with “Hooked Quillons” which was the original 1907 bayonet pattern. The bayonet issued with the rifle. Blade is 17” long with black finish & wood grips. Late manufacture. Limited...

$38.95 BAY44

### SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR CMP GARAND MK1 M1943 & M11 10” BLADE BAYONET REPAIR KITS

See our website for BLACK PLASTIC BAYONET GRIPS FOR U.S. 1943 10” & 1945 12” BAYONETS

### SPRINGFIELD WOODEN BAYONET GRIPS

New production, new condition wood grips for the M1903 bayonet pattern used on the M1903 Springfield rifle. Fit up or upgrade your old bayonets. We have many new grips. Heavily grooved for better holding, just like some original grips we found and sent to the wood workers to copy. Not included. Ready to fit on your blade! $9.95 per set or 3 sets for...

$24.95 GRP143

### BAYONET GRIPS & SCREWS

$5.95

BAY164 Original U.S. ’36 M1903 bayonet grip sets

$14.95

LE3083 Original grips for Enfield #1 MKIII (1907) bayonet

$9.95

BAY165 Original new G.I. grip screws for 1903 Springfield & WWII Garand bayonet

$5.95 ea.

BAY179 Original new grip set for the British #7 for the #4 Enfield

$12.95
For collectors who have a Johnson bayonet without its scabbard, we have M1941 Johnson Scabbard to the original with a blade length of about 7.5”. Used by select Marine units in WW2 and by ‘Mers’ invading Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. Very Limited.

M1941 Johnson Scabbard
For collectors who have a Johnson bayonet without its scabbard, we have had some extra scabbards made up. New leather scabbard - Johnson M1941... $29.95 Bay043

ALLIED D-DAY FIGHTING KNIFE
Cruciform ‘7’ blade was a slick low profile sentity removal tool using the French Cruciform style blade. One of many special issue fighting knives used by allied troops during the D-Day invasion...

M3 FIGHTING KNIFE
M3 Knife w/ leather grip & M6 scabbard w/ WW2 markings. New...

M6 leather scabbard (scabbard only)...

South African R1 Fal bayonets coming soon - Inquire!

REPLACEMENT SCABBARD $125.00 Bay349

U.S. 1917 BOLO KNIFE & SCABBARD
Made substantial numbers during WW1 and in several variations from 1897 to 1917, we can offer this full tang, tempered version of the 1917 model complete with period markings on knife & cloth and leather bound scabbard. This is a real ‘Chopper’, meant to use both blade and hilt to make things happen from fire wood to the ‘Han’ in the trench. With a little care, it will last a lifetime...

BEAUTIFUL LATE PRODUCTION SCABBARDS FOR YOUR COLT AND COLLECTOR BAYONETS
M3 scabbard for 16” M1942 bayonet...

10” Garland scabbard...

GERMAN BUTCHER SCABBARD, WWII
Steel replacement scabbard for the First World War German bayonet M7.90, this scabbard has been reproduced from an original and fits both the plain and ‘sawtooth’ variety blades. Scabbard only...

U.S. MODEL M6, M14 BAYONET W/ M8A1 SCABBARD
Finally we have a small shipment of newly manufactured M6, M14 bayonets & scabbards which come with the M8A1 scabbard. Get one before they’re gone again...

ORIGINAL COLT LOGO M16 BAYONETS
From the 1960’s - new condition with markings “Colt” logo plus # 62316 & Hartford, Conn. U.S. with original M8A1 scabbard. Few only...

BACK IN STOCK!

JAPANESE ARISAKA STEEL SCABBARD
See our website for details...

DANISH M8 SCABBARD BODIES
Original Danish military scabbards have been used on M8A1 scabbards for the M1, M14, Danish G3, & M16 bayonets. Nice wood grain with a hardening coat makes this the perfect replacement scabbard body for upgrading your M8 scabbard from a plastic fiberglass body. Scabbard body is 7 inches long and unissued...

VARIABIL SILHOUETTES BAYONETS & ACCESSORIES

Collectors bayonets & accessories...

PERFECT reproduction leather scabbard for 1941 Johnson rifle bayonets. Almost sold out - can’t tell from original...

BACK IN STOCK!

INDIAN FAL BAYONET W/ SAWTEETH
Savage in length and scope, this 10.5 inch blade is longer than other Fal bayonets. Sporting a wood handle and cross serrated sawteeth, it fits the British L1A1 and Indian Fal rifles. Comes with scabbard...

GERMAN MODEL 1989 0/5 SAWBACK BAYONET & SCABBARD
Commonly referred to in the family of German Butler Blades, this was a second variation to the non-sawback butcher blade that chiefly became to the mainstay of WW1 German bayonets. The ‘sawback’ blade makes it quite intimidating and was far stronger than the 1989 sawback. Our new made bayonet comes with markings on the ricasso and is complete with steel scabbard...

ROSSI M1917 HIGHLAND SCABBARD

ROSSI SCABBARDS

ROSSI M1917 FALL BAYONET SCABBARD

ROSSI M1917 BLACK SCABBARD

ROSSI M1917 CARABIN SCABBARD
**M1 CARBINE PARTS & ACCESSORIES**

**OUR FAMOUS M1A1 PARATROOPER CARBINE STOCKS**

This lot almost sold out & will be months before the next one arrives! This is perfect for reproduction of the WWII M1A1 Paratrooper stock. Each stock has a matching handguard, so your treasured carbine will look beautiful. (See website for other M1A1 Stock Parts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRB002</td>
<td>Barrel Band 1st Model</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB003</td>
<td>Barrel Band Retaining Spring</td>
<td>$3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB025</td>
<td>Barrel Band w/Hoyo Long New, Lt.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB036</td>
<td>Blunt Bipod</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB038</td>
<td>Brass Deflector</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB032</td>
<td>Battalion-fed 30 cal</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB031</td>
<td>Battalion Screw</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRB004</td>
<td>Bolt Handle</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is absolutely the best quality available.

Other Parts Available: Carbine Stock Pouch $9.45 CRB014

Bulk buyers of this great stock, call Dave or Chelly: (904) 634-3427

---

**M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE DUST COVER**

Original rubber dust covers backs in stock after many years! These are G.I. and in excellent condition. They fit easily over the top feed area of the magazine.

- 5 pcs for $3.95
- 10 pcs for $6.95
- 25 pcs for $12.50 CRB095

---

**M1 CARBINE & PIN KIT**

All the pins & springs in a M1 Carbine $9.95, 3 for $27.95 CRB173

---

**M1 CARBINE DUAL CLIP HOLDER**

$5.95 CRB101

---

**RARE G-41 HAMMER SPRING**

Few only - these break $9.95, 3 for $17.95 CRG036

---

**ORIGINAL BOX OF 100 DUST COVERS**

M1 Carbine wins big with this deal! Original G.I. cardboard box containing 100 pcs. of the rubber dust cover. 2 for $10.95 CRB023

---

**G-43 RIFLE PARTS**

**G-43 RIFLE SPRING SET**

We finally completed this project all brand new live guns! The parts will run out. Old stock parts not only affect function but also take a toll on the hard parts in your gun. Springs are copied exactly from the originals. This lot is sold elsewhere for $60 and are sold out there! All parts are special order and gun & must to put away for when they're gone or go to go away. 3 for $18.95 CRB137

---

**M-1 CARBINE SLINGS AND OILERS**

Ordering instructions are in the ad or on our website

---

**M1 CARBINE SLING**

$75.00 CRB015

---

**M1/2 CARBINE BARREL BAND W/ BAYONET LUG (3RD MODEL)**

GI Parkerized, Original, G.I. $24.95 ea., 10 for $245.00 CRB025

---

**FN49 PARTS**

Sarco has a full line of FN49 parts in 30-06 & 8x57mm. Check our website.

---

**FN49 RIFLE CLEANING KIT**

Original M1 Carbine cleaning kit in the aluminum tube. Caps on pull, end and brush combo. “Uses cleaning solvent”. This is a beautiful touch of traditional colonial America. $34.95 FN4956

---

**RARE G-41 MAGAZINE**

Some are really rare!!

---

**FN49 FLASH HIDER**

Exact reproduction of the original—Just in the door after waiting 2 years $24.95 FN4908

---

**PISTOL & RIFLE STRIPPER CLIPS**

EA 3 for 10 for $9.95

---

**M1 CARBINE LEATHER SCABBARD**

We have 3 sniper scopes and one similar M2 sniper scope in stock. Also new original G.I. parts. Check our website or call MG Dave

---

**M1 CARBINE LEATHER SCABBARD**

We have 3 sniper scopes and one similar M2 sniper scope in stock. Also new original G.I. parts. Check our website or call MG Dave

---

**G-43 Canvas Mag Pouch (repro) w/2 new Mags**

$103.95 CRG036

---

**G-43 Leather Mag Pouch with 2 new 10rd mags**

$103.95 CRG036

---

**G-43 10rd Magazine**

New MFG - Well made and tested, steel. Meticulously made identical to the original order.

$4.95 CRG031

---

**M-1 CARBINE POUCHES & MAGAZINE SETS**

Individual pouches will fit any combination of Zwez & mags. Each order with magazines get a free original USGI rubber dust cover!

1. CARBINE STOCK POUCH - holds 2 10-rd magazines and slides onto the wood stock. New repro. With markings on front & back $4.95 (purchased on Left)

2. CARBINE BELT POUCH - holds 2-15 rd. magazines and slides onto belt. New, GI $29.95 CRB092

3. CARBINE BANANA CLIP POUCH - holds 4-30rd magazines. Slides onto belt $9.95 (purchased on Right)

4. COMBO A: 2-15 rd. Magazines and Stock Pouch w/dust cover $29.95 CRB191

5. COMBO B: 2-15 rd. Magazines and Belt Pouch w/dust cover $29.95 CRB192

6. COMBO C: 4-30rd Magazines and Banana Clip Pouch w/dust cover $69.95 CRB193

**M-1 CARBINE G.I. COLLECTORS**

Check our website for G.I. sorted carbine parts! We have sorted a lot of G.I. parts - Some are really rare!!

---

**M1 CARBINE MILLED REAR COMBAT SIGHT BACK in stock**

$29.95 CRB154

---

**IN HEAVY DUTY**

**COTTON**

w/ Embroidered Stars

3x5 foot & will outlast most flags

---

**BETSY ROSS**

Flag Made with heavy cotton fabric layered with 13 embroidered stars. Stars applied in a manner Betsy Ross would be proud of. Perfect for the Fourth of July or flying every day on your flag pole. A beautiful touch of traditional colonial America. $34.95 FN4956 (high quality, heavy duty cotton). Not cheap nylon or poly!
## SPRINGFIELD RFLE LEATHER KERR SLING

**Description:**

The Springfield RFLE LEATHER KERR SLING was designed specifically for use with the Springfield rifles, providing a comfortable and durable carrying option. Its leather construction ensures durability and a comfortable grip, while the adjustable strap allows for a customizable fit. The sling is an essential accessory for anyone looking to carry their Springfield rifle, providing both functionality and style.

### Key Features:
- **Material:** High-quality leather
- **Adjustable strap:** For a comfortable fit
- **Durability:** Designed to withstand the wear and tear of regular use

### Usage:

The Springfield RFLE LEATHER KERR SLING is ideal for outdoor activities, ranging from hunting to competitive shooting. Its versatility makes it a great choice for anyone who values both functionality and style in their rifle accessories.

## SPRINGFIELD RIFLE PISTOL GRIP

**Description:**

The Springfield RIFLE PISTOL GRIP is a high-quality grip designed to enhance the handling and feel of your Springfield rifle. Made from durable materials, it offers a non-slip surface for improved control and a secure hold. The ergonomic design ensures comfort during extended periods of use, making it an essential upgrade for both casual shooters and serious competitors.

### Key Features:
- **Material:** Durable, non-slip material
- **Ergonomic design:** For improved control and comfort
- **Compatibility:** Designed to fit Springfield rifles

### Usage:

The Springfield RIFLE PISTOL GRIP is perfect for anyone looking to improve their shooting experience. Whether you're a casual shooter or a competitive shooter, this grip will enhance your rifle's performance and increase your accuracy and control.

## SPRINGFIELD RIFLE BARRELS

**Description:**

The Springfield RIFLE BARRELS are manufactured to exacting standards, ensuring high-quality performance and reliability. These barrels are designed to fit Springfield rifles, offering a range of options to suit different shooting needs. Whether you're looking for a barrel with a specific twist rate or a particular length, Springfield has a barrel to meet your requirements.

### Key Features:
- **Material:** High-grade steel
- **Customization options:** Wide range of barrel styles and configurations
- **Performance:** Proven to deliver superior accuracy and durability

### Usage:

Springfield RIFLE BARRELS are ideal for shooters who demand the best from their rifles. Whether you're a competitive shooter or a hunter, these barrels will provide the performance you need to achieve your goals.

## SPRINGFIELD RIFLE SLING SWIVELS

**Description:**

The Springfield RIFLE SLING SWIVELS are essential accessories for anyone carrying a Springfield rifle. They provide a strong and secure connection between the sling and your rifle, ensuring that the sling remains in place and can be quickly attached or detached as needed. These swivels are designed to withstand the rigors of regular use, offering both durability and reliability.

### Key Features:
- **Material:** Durable metal construction
- **Functionality:** Provides strong and secure connection
- **Durability:** Designed to withstand regular use

### Usage:

Springfield RIFLE SLING SWIVELS are a must-have accessory for anyone who values convenience and performance. Whether you're a hunter or a competitive shooter, these swivels will ensure that your sling remains in place when you need it.

## SPRINGFIELD RIFLE SLING KITS

**Description:**

The Springfield RIFLE SLING KITS are comprehensive options for anyone looking to set up a rifle with a sling. These kits include all the necessary components, from the sling itself to the swivels and other accessories. They are ideal for anyone who wants to ensure that their rifle is properly equipped for effective use.

### Key Features:
- **Comprehensive set:** Includes all necessary components
- **Easy installation:** Designed for straightforward assembly
- **Durability:** Built to withstand regular use

### Usage:

Springfield RIFLE SLING KITS are perfect for anyone who wants to ensure that their rifle is properly equipped for effective use. Whether you're a hunter or a competitive shooter, these kits will provide you with everything you need to set up your rifle with a sling.

## SPRINGFIELD RIFLE SIGHT KITS

**Description:**

The Springfield RIFLE SIGHT KITS are designed to enhance the accuracy and performance of your Springfield rifle. These kits include a variety of sight options, from simple iron sights to more advanced optical sights. They are ideal for anyone who wants to improve their rifle's shooting capabilities.

### Key Features:
- **Variety of options:** From simple iron sights to advanced optical sights
- **Accuracy:** Designed to enhance shooting performance
- **Durability:** Built to withstand regular use

### Usage:

Springfield RIFLE SIGHT KITS are perfect for anyone who wants to improve their rifle's shooting capabilities. Whether you're a casual shooter or a competitive shooter, these kits will provide you with the tools you need to achieve your goals.

## FULL REVIEW

By fitnessfanatic

Pros:
- **Durability:** The Springfield RFLE LEATHER KERR SLING is built to last, ensuring years of use without wear and tear.
- **Comfort:** The leather material provides a comfortable grip and reduces hand fatigue during extended periods of use.
- **Style:** The high-quality leather construction adds a touch of elegance to your Springfield rifle.

Cons:
- **Cost:** The Springfield RFLE LEATHER KERR SLING can be quite expensive, which may be a deterrent for some buyers.

Verdict:

The Springfield RFLE LEATHER KERR SLING is a high-quality accessory designed specifically for Springfield rifles. Its durability, comfort, and style make it a great addition to your rifle collection.
TOKAREV TUR-90 PARTS
Like new $14.95 / 3 for $29.95
CR194 See our website for more TOKAREV parts!

TOKAREK RIFLE & PISTOL PARTS

SVT-40 TOKAREV RIFLE SPARES PACK
Spare parts are for the prior model SVT-40.
Included in our package is the following:
2. Bolt (un-fired).
Note: These parts have fired approximately 10 rounds.
hand guard, trigger guard, 120% and trigger.
In case of shorting, are not returnable.

RARE FIND IN P-17 ENFIELD
to VG cond.
2. The original FN production. These came out
Bought from the FN warehouse in Belgium.
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL 98 MAUSER STRAIGHT BODY STRIPPED BOLTS

RARE Argentine M1909 Engineers
3 for $99.95

MAUSER 98 SPORTER STOCK WITH BUTTPLATE
Our Hardwood Mauser Sporter Stocks are sold out – Now we have a
re-creation of the Mauser 98 WW2 Turret

98K MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER SPARE PARTS KIT

98K REAR HANDGUN ACCESSORY KIT
Cleaning rod. Our favorite choice for sling front sight hood.
Value $50.00
Sarco Special...

98K RIFLE STOCK DISC
Usually inserted in the right side of Mauser stocks in the 1930s and in German rifles of the Home Guard through the early war years. Would work for any 98, but a very rare "out of stock" item.
$94.95

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET

98MAUSER BOLT HEADS & butts

98K MAUSER GUARD SCREW SET
RHODESIAN SELOUS SCOUT RIFLE/SHOTGUN CASE

Heavy canvas gun bag very similar to the British rifle bag, but slightly shorter and in a mustard color. About 12,000 of these Large Rhodesian Selous Scout emblem stenciled on one side. These gun bags will hold rifles, but are primarily used to hold Greener and Belgian Browning Shotguns in burlacks, watchtowers, Eland Armored Cars etc. $15.95 MISC934

MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER WOOD STOCK

Walmart, late production. Holds pistol with 20rd magazine. Raritly, we have been able to have the ‘wide body’ Mauser Schnellfeuer stock made to carry and attach the Automatic pistol. This stock allows you to insert the gun in with the 20rd. magazine which is different from the Mauser 712 standard stock. We have a very limited number in stock so act quickly. May not able to offer them again...

$275.00 MR667

SHOULDER HOLSTER FOR MODEL 712 SCHNELLFEUER WOOD STOCK

For the .30 Birger Model that uses the 20rd. magazine, we have the leather holster for the stock that is designed to hold the entire locked & loaded Pistol with 20rd magazine attached...

$4.95 HOL193

PROPER 8x57mm BORE BRUSHES

Stainless steel brush for cleaning those tough military bores 5 for...

$5.90 CN124

AVAILABLE AGAIN!! SWEDISH MAUSER HIGH FRONT SIGHTS

Shotgun sights that are made to fit the Mauser. These sights are extremely accurate & detailed recreation of the wood stocks spe...

$19.95 MSR262

ABOUT HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINES:

Although we try to stay abreast of current State gun laws, it is a痴ended that we are not aware of over 20,000 laws on the books. By ordering, you are stating that you are compliant with your Local & State laws. Most States allow large capacity magazines. Some do not. If you are unsure on this issue, contact your Local or State law enforcement to confirm what is allowed. This is a break down of States with some hi-capacity restrictions: NY, NJ, DC, MA, CA, CO, CT, IL and various county laws therein including Chicago, D.C. CA residents - check your laws as they are changing.

$13.95 MS923

ONLINE ORDERS

Go to www.sarcoinc.com
For fast, safe & convenient!

PHONE ORDERS

Call (610) 250-3960
Phones opened M-F 8:30am-5pm EST.
If possible, please have the part #s of the items and what ad you saw them in.
Phones opened M-F 8:30am-5pm EST.
Prices or conditions stated in this advertise-
ment are not returnable.

EMAIL ORDERS - info@sarcoinc.com
Include your name, full address (in-
dicate if its commercial or residential) and contact info. Include part #s of items and what ad you saw them in.

1-800-438-2548 (order department)
1-610-290-3961 (showroom)
1-610-290-3962 (gunroom)
Fax all FPL & FFL orders
MAIL ORDERS - SARCO, INC. 50 Hilton East, St Louis PA18422
When writing your checks, be sure to include $3.95 for shipping (12.50 for rifle stocks & barrels). Actual shipping cost is determined by the weight of the package. You will be contacted if amount included is insufficient or a refund is due. There is a $26.00 fee for all cancelations.

See our page 29 in the 2nd issue of the month ФIREARMS NEWS info.

Note About Shipping:

Sarco does ship with a lot of material that is very difficult to find and much of the original war-time material undergoes reworking, manipulation, and repair as needed. With this in mind, we are not Amazon... Our shipping policy is that we ship your order quickly, some items may be a little more time preparing so please be patient! Most orders go out quickly.

Customers are responsible for all sales and pricing found on our website. Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors or misprints.

SHIPPING

ALL ORDERS WILL BE SHIPPED, PACKED, PRO-
CESSED AND SHIPPED OUT OF OUR PEN-
NSYLVANIA LOCATION.

MINIMUM SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES START AT: $9.50. Rifle Stocks and barrels are not returnable.

For returns, please remove the item from our website to make room for new stuff. If you don’t see something, check our website, www.sarcoinc.com to see if we carry it.

DISCLAIMER

Parts sold by Sarco should be installed only by a gunsmith or professional. Non-professional products are sold as is and without a warranty. No liability is expressed or implied for results which may result from the improper installation or use of these products.

OUR GUARANTEE

Our guarantee is simple and easy to un-
derstand. If you are not satisfied with any item received from us you have 3 days to return it for a replacement or a refund of the advertised price. All returns must be accompanied by a copy of the original purchase receipt with INVOICE NUMBER and explanation of the problem. Before returning anything, please see our guarantees on our website...

CUSTOMER SERVICE: info@sarcoinc.com

PARTS QUESTIONS:

MACHINE GUN QUESTIONS: mgsales@sarcoinc.com

Sarco only sells products to persons 18 years or older.

We are forever adding new items to our website, but we have a lot of stuff! If you don’t see a picture of something you need, email us. We’ll add it to the website and reply back with the back.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

Our ads in the Firearms News are cata-
logs and may not reflect any sales or higher pricing found on our website.

RETURNS

We offer a 5-day inspection period on all of our mer-
chandise, except for special order items which are note returnable. Items that we sell as ‘saloons’ are not returnable.

PRODUCTION ITEMS, RIFLES, BARRELS, GUNS: Items sold as brand new, unfired, in the grease. Not $125.00! Only...

ORDER PROBLEMS

Damaged or Missing Packages

Call (610) 250-3960 and ask for Mike ext 210 or emailServ@firearmsnews.com. Check the status of an existing Backorder, phone us or check on the status of your return or call (610) 250-3960 and ask to be transferred to the E-Commerce Department at sarcoinc.com or sarcoinc girlfriend international

Regular Local, City & State Regulations

You warranty rights and remedies that are not described in this notice. Please be sure that you are in compliance with the laws of your local, city and State regulations and that you are a legal adult without any legal problems causing the return is our fault. Please have a Return Authorization Number to make sure that you are a legal adult without any legal...

A NOTE ON SARCO GOODS

Many of our products are priced below market. Some too that this means Sarco sells lower quality...Sarco sells the world and the U.S. for deals and because of our buying power & 95% of the presence in the market, we are able to acquire good deals and pass the savings on to you. For example, we have over 20 vendors we buy AR parts from and are always shopping for the best price and quality.

- FOR PARTS & ACCESSORIES -

Vista and MasterCard accepted. Sorry no COD.

SALE $49.95. 3/134.95 MS949

EASTON SHOWROOM VISIT

Shooting Sports News Mon-Sat 10am-5pm / Friday Opened til 8pm. For directions to the showroom, see website. In Stock Inventory - If you are planning a visit, placing the showroom, feel free to call ahead to make sure that we stock the item(s) that you are looking for. Please give us at least a few days’ notice before your visit in case we need to retrieve goods from our other warehouses. Note that the prices in Firearms News are dealer prices and may not be the same prices in our showroom.

NEW SWEDISH MAUSER FIRING BOLTS

$19.95 MS8049

See our website for Collector Grade M96 C636 & C680 Mauser Bolts

See our website for Swedish Mauser Cleaning Rod Extensions #MS644

LJUNGMAN AG-42

$14.95 OILO38

Complete striped & express ships the world and the U.S. for deals and because of our buying power & 95% of the presence in the market, we are able to acquire good deals and pass the savings on to you. For example, we have over 20 vendors we buy AR parts from and are always shopping for the best price and quality.

SWEDISH M96 AMMUNITION BANDOLIER

NEW $49.95 MS632

$125.00 AG42010

-Swedish Mauser Flash Hiders

Are Coming In! Inquire -

I. C. - 1200 MAUSER section 1

II. C. - 1200 MAUSER section 2

III. C. - 1200 MAUSER section 3

- .45 cal. - .45 cal. - .45 cal.

- .30 cal. - .30 cal. - .30 cal.

- .22 cal. - .22 cal. - .22 cal.


- .10 cal. - .10 cal. - .10 cal.

- .08 cal. - .08 cal. - .08 cal.

- .06 cal. - .06 cal. - .06 cal.
HEAVILY TESTED AK-47 MAGAZINE
Sarco has just received what may be the best, most durable, and high performance AK magazine on the market. Originally tested for reliable feed, locking, and ease of use, this magazine is synthetic and has survived the grueling 'serb' method of mag testing. 7.62x39 with 30 rd. capacity. New.... $19.95 EM102

STEEL TYPE 99 PROTECTIVE SHIELD
As used by Japanese forces during WWII. Complete with handle and wood stock. Reduced price, New!... $80.00

$99.95 MSC443

ALMOST GONE!!

JAPANESE ARISAKA RIFLE PARTS FOR TYPE 38 & 99 - PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING
BAIL TYPE MUZZLE CAP COVER... $11.00 JAP915
TYPE 99 DUST COVER... $19.95 JAP903 BACK IN!
TYPE 38 DUST COVER - Steel... $19.95 JAP38! We’ve got these too! $49.95 JAP38 EXTRACTOR! $49.95 JAP38 STRIPPER CLIPS!

JAPANESE ARISAKA SLINGS
WRENCH TOOL / SCREW EXTRACTOR / ARISAKA VZ.24 RIFLES.... $14.95 SING09 BACK IN!
TYPE 99 “PACIFIC” RUBBERIZED CANVAS SLING - Developed to resist mold and create a lighter sling. Laminated just like the original w/ brass hardware and markings. wartime use of 1944-45. Unlike our competitors, we have included the leather sling keeper which the extras could be... $19.95 SING09

TYPE 99 Leather Sling - brass hardware, 1.4” wide... $19.95 SING09

TYPE 99 Leather Sling - w/steel hardware, 1.5” wide... $17.50 SING08

JAPANESE ARISAKA CLEANING RODS
SHORT... $17.95 CLN044
SHORT ROD 23-3/4”... $19.95 CLN126
SHORT ROD 30-1/4”... $13.00 CLN147
ARISAKA TYPE 1 & 2 PARATROOPER ROD 21-1/2”... $17.95 JAP102
TYPE 38 ROD 23-1/4”... $17.95 JAP3803
SHORT ROD 23-1/2”... $17.50 CLN148
CARRBBNE 817... $19.95 CLN008

TYPE 100 & ARISAKA PARATROOPER BAYONET $75.00 BAY279
BAYONET PRICE - Late only, new for Type 99 and Type 38 bayonets. Excellent reproduction... $9.95 BAY115

JAPANESE CHRYSLYSAN Metal Hand Stamp
Metal hand stamp with an overall length of 9.325 inches and with an imprint diameter of 5/8 of an inch. Slightly convex, embossed face. Perfect for marking WWII military items with the classic emblem of the military Empire of Sun. Good for leather, wood, copper, brass and other soft metals... $45.00 STAMP15

Toyaida Automatic Loom Works WW2 Arsenal Stamp... $45.00 STAMP14

Note: Stamps are NON-Returnable unless damaged or incorrect in which case they will be exchanged for the correct one.

TYPE 99 MONOPOD - Nice reproduction of the rifle monopod made in steel just like the original. Great way to complete your rifle rig since most monopods are missing from guns on the market. $29.95 JAP993

WW2 ARISAKA RIFLE PAPERWEIGHTS
A set of Cut Arisaka Receivers or 5 sets for... $9.95 each $38.95 JAP991

JAPANESE NATIONAL FLAG
3 x 5 foot cotton with cord, with a small antique faded salmon white back ground to aged WW2 Japanese flags. Very well made hard shell flap and tab with brass hardware... $40.00 HCO01

$14.95 FLAG18

JAPANESE NAMBU TYPE 14 HOLSTER
Clam shell holster as used by Japanese forces in WW2. Very well made hard shell flap and tab with brass hardware... $40.00 HCO01

$9.95 JMN100

JAPANESE WW2 PARA BANDOLIER & ACCESSORIES
NEW! Japanese Khaki bandolier (only) $27.95 MSC667
Japanese Khaki bandolier with 17 brass stripe clips $39.95 MSC665

Japanese WW2 Para Paratrooper Bandolier (T) $49.95 MSC666

SkS CHINESE STOCK & HANDGUARD
used with metal and hardwood. Good condition... $99.95 MSC090

SkS8 Chinese bayonet blade stock... $98.00 SKS092

SkS Chinese Stock with hardguard - bayonet slot filled... $99.95 SKS094

SkS043 Accessory kit... $9.95

SkS044 Backpack kit... $14.95

SkS039 BUTTSTOCK... $10.00

SkS037 BUTTSTOCK/rear screw... $2.00

SkS038 BUTTSTOCK trapdoor assembly, new... $2.00

SkS030 Cleaning oil... $12.00

SkS056 Buttstock anti rattle spring... $3.00

SkS055 Cleaning Jag... $8.00

SkS056 Oil bottle... $5.00

SkS032 Polish extension... $8.00

SkS033 Polish return spring, new... $8.00

SkS034 Polish screw... $2.00

SkS035 Rear sight, new... $4.00

SkS036 Rear sight leaf spring, new... $4.00

SkS037 Rear sight, new... $4.00

SkS038 Rear sight leaf, new... $4.00

SkS039 Rear sight slide, new... $4.00

SkS040 Receiver spring, new... $8.00

SkS041 Rear sight... $8.00

SkS042 Sight tool, “C” type... $9.95

SkS043 Slings, Exc... $8.00

SkS044 Slings, Exc... $8.00

SkS045 Striper clips 3/4... $12.00

SKS STRIPPER CLIPS WITH POUCH
These are ORIGINAL MILITARY ISSUE – Not the reproductions we hear complaints about! 55 SkS Striper Clips w/ Pocket pouch (not included).... $14.95 SC807

SKS STRIPPER CLIPS (NO POUCH)
Original Chinese from 1980’s. Note: These are original Chinese military from the 1980’s NOT the current Chinese production that many say don’t work. Sarco price for quantity (ammun not included) ST224. 1 for... $13.95

10 for... $119.00

20 for... $240.00

50 for... $450.00

100 for... $749.00

Chinese GI SkS Chest Bandolier with 20 Original SkS Stripper Clips Original military issue SkS Chest Bandolier with 10 ammo pouches. Used in excellent condition. May have some minor lie scratches. Washable. Comes with 20 original military SkS Stripper Clips too! $39.95 SKS1038

CHINESE GI SKS CHEST BANDOLIER & 20 BANDOLIER CLIPS

More Parts Just in the Door... AK47 Drum magazine. We’ve got these too!... $7.00 AK069

AK47 Hammer, full auto. GI used exc... $8.95 AK070

AK47 Muzzle bearing, round. GI used exc... $4.50 AK071

AK47 Rate reducer assy. GI used exc... $5.00 AK072

AK47 Spring, GI used exc... $4.00 AK073

AK47 Trigger single hook. GI used exc $9.95 AK074

AK47 Trigger double hook. GI used exc... $9.95 AK075

AK47 Trigger Guard Assy. with catch GI used exc... $20.50 AK076

Dust Cover... $10.00 AK042

Extractor gage (org.)... $19.95 AK036

Blank Adapter... $3.95 AK013


4 for... $10.00 85520

AK 2 PRONG FLASH HIDER M16 pattern. Looks neat on gun $17.99 AK048

JAPANENE INFANTRYMAN’S OIL BOTTLE
Steel oil bottle with brass top as issued to infantry in order to keep their rifle operational. New... $16.95 JAP9916

WW2 JAPANESE ARMY HELMET W/ NET
Steel helmet complete with suspension, chin strap, and helmet net as used by Japanese forces during WWII. Excellent quality and perhaps even better than the original. New made... $54.00 HM038

REDISH/BROWN AK-47 GRIP WITH LONG SCREW
Used in excellent shape. Reddish Brown Grip alone... $22.95 GRP219

Reddish Brown Grip... $25.00 GRP223

Long Grip Screw alone... $3.00 AK080

BLACK AK-47 GRIP W/ COMPONENTS
Used excellent condition original AK parts. Black Grip alone... $7.95 GRP220

Black Grip w/ screw, washer, bottom cap... $16.95 GRP224

Screw & Washer for black grip... $7.00 AK081

Bottom Cap for black grip... $3.00 AK082

AK47 SLINGS
Chaki... $6.95 SING003-TAN

Black... $6.95 SING003-BLK

JAPANESE TYPE 99 PACIFIC RUBBERIZED CANVAS SLING $19.95 SING093

AK47 / AMD-65 COMPENSATOR
Steel flash hider/compensator for AK47 rifles such as the AK-63, AMD-65, and similar AK47 variants with the same threaded muzzle. 2-7/8” long, 3.95 oz. weight, 14 x 1 left hand thread. Helps make the AK47 controllable in automatic or fast semi firing. SALE!... $8.95 $19.95 MSC652

AK STRAIGHT MAGAZINE POUCH
Excellent condition... $4.00 AK064

HUNGARIAN AMD65 FOLDING BUTTSTOCK ASSEMBLY
Excellent condition. AMD65 right side folding stock is exceptionally strong, low weight, and stable making it perfect for Hungarian AKs, and any project that you might have. Complete w/ trunnion assy. Very limited.... $57.00 AK077

STANDARD RKP M72 BIPODS
Just in the door, we have excellent condition Yugoslav M72 series bipods. Perfect replacements and terrific for gun projects where a solid, versatile bipod is required. M72 Bipod is... $27.00 AK078
Our inventory includes a variety of high-quality gun accessories, including leather holsters, cleaning kits, and original WW2 training aids. Currently, we are offering a SPECIAL!! holster as used by General Patton. This well-made copy of the original holster is available for $49.95. For today only, we are offering 3 for $145.00.

Additionally, we carry a full range of original Luger parts, such as Grips, stripper clips, and full spring kits. These parts are essential for any collector orrestorer. Our prices range from $15.00 to $44.50, depending on the item.

For those interested in vintage firearms, we have a large selection of Mosin-Nagant rifles, including parts, accessories, and guns. Our inventory includes Mosin Nagant Model 91/30, Mosin Nagant M91/30, and Mosin Nagant M91/30 SNIPER. These rifles are in excellent condition and are available for purchase.

We also offer a variety of other gun accessories, such as holsters, cleaning kits, and original WW2 training aids. Our prices range from $4.95 to $89.95, depending on the item.

For a full list of our models and prices, please visit our website: www.sarcoinc.com. We also encourage you to check out our special section on gun accessories, which includes a variety of items for the serious collector.

Thank you for considering us for your gun accessory needs. We look forward to serving you.

Contact Dave for details at Ext. 223.
### Complete Savage 1903 (Original)
- **Price:** $100.00
- **Rifle Model:** .32 Auto

### Rasheed Rifle Mag - Original!
- **Price:** $75.00

**Best Price Anywhere!!!**

### Hangak Rifle Mag - Original!!
- **Price:** $95.00

### Hungarian Fe9 PPR/PK9 Rifle Magazines
- **Price:** $49.50

### Mags 49 & 49/56 Magazine
- **Price:** $75.00

### Tokarev 7.62x54 Rifle Magazines
- **Price:** $79.95

### German 92/93 Magazine
- **Price:** $42.95

### Astra 400 Mags
- **Price:** $34.95

### Winchester .22 Rifles
- **Price:** $22.95

### 38 & .357 Caliber
- **Price:** $38.95

### 40 S&W
- **Price:** $49.95

### Pistol Magazines .22 Caliber

### Stocks and Forends
- **Price:** $150.00

### Rare Rifles Stocks
- **Price:** $65.01

### Browning Hi Power
- **Price:** $75.00

### Original Tokarev Pistol Magazines 7.62x25

### Lahti Pistol Magazines
- **Price:** $79.95

### Magazine for Winchester .22 Rifles
- **Price:** $42.95

### Just in!! Rare SPAS-15 Magazine
- **Price:** $26.95

### Taurus M92 & M99 9mm Magazine
- **Price:** $14.95

### Original Tokarev Pistol Magazine

### For Sale**: $26.95

### Accessories and Parts

### See our website for more.

**Note:** For special selection on Winchester 75 stocks, please ask D15!